
DVRs - alienMax 8 Channel

D1 Recording

Real-time

Perfect for high-end retail and public sector installations using up to 8
standard analogue cameras. The new alienMax DVR boasts all the extra features the
alienHybrid has but without the capability for IP cameras.
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Features
3 D1 Recording - 25 FPS All Channels
3 Priority HDD Management
3 Duplicate Drive Recording
3 Loopthrough Outputs
3 Intelligent Recording
3 Simultaneous - Multi Channel Playback

3 Instant Detective
3 2 Zone Talkback
3 HDMI Ready
3 File Lock
3 DVD Backup
3 Up to 32TB HDD

NEW

Instant Detective is a great feature for recordings captured in busy public places such as stations
or airports as it can be used to limit the time spent by an operator or the police reviewing hours
of recorded footage. This superb feature is exclusive to the alienHybrid and new alienMax range.

 Instant Detective allows the CCTV operator to select the area in the
camera’s image where the car had been parked and look for video
motion detection within a given time slot that occurred only in the
depicted area. Any activity within that area of the camera’s recorded
image can quickly be accessed and saved for vital video evidence.

Video Analytics
Instant Detective

New

For example, a car is stolen from a car park..

Free mobile phone &
remote monitoring software

supplied with DVR!

Ideal for Department Stores and Councils!
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Dimensions (unit:mm)
19” 2U rack size

Width 450mm
Depth 470mm

DVRs - alienMax 8 Channel

Specification
Model 8Ch
Video Inputs Analogue Channels 8

BNC

Loopthrough
Outputs

Channels 8
BNC

Audio
Inputs

Channels 8
Phono

Video Outputs
(monitors)

Channels 5
BNC

Audio
Outputs

Channels 2
Phono

Resolution D1 @ 25 FPS

Screen Display Full/Quad
6/8

Hard Drive Slots Up to 8 SATA
Max Capacity 16TB or

32TB with no DVD
Back Up USB Yes

DVD Fitted
Networking Compatibility Yes

RJ45
PTZ Compatibility Yes
Alarm Inputs 16

Outputs 4

VGA Output Compatibility Yes
HDMI Ouput Compatibility Yes
Motion Detect Compatibility Yes

Additional - alienMax Features

NEW
Instant Detective
Instant Detective is a great feature for recordings captured in busy public spaces such
as stations or airports as it can be used to limit the time spent by an operator or the
police reviewing hours of recorded footage.

2 Zone Talkback
2-way audio channel allows you to talkback to 2 separate areas under surveillance
using an external speaker such as the VoiceOff (VOX200 www.voiceoff.com).

Priority HDD Management
Allocate key cameras a drive for recording whilst remaining cameras are left with the
remaining drives to share. Giving extended recording time to the key camera. In effect
each camera can be given a certain amount of it’s own disc space.

Duplicate Drive Recording
alienMax has a “Duplicate” drive recording facility, where the DVR can be managed to
make 2 drives record the same images, thus creating a back up within the DVR itself
in case of a hard drive error.

2 zone

alienMax can record in real-time 25FPS on all channels in D1 resolution, DVD quality
704x576, which means you’ll never miss a thing.

Up to D1 Resolution

Be alerted of a visitor or an intruder at home when you’re at work, from your business
when you’re not there or wherever you are in the world! The DVR sends an email with
3 JPEG attachments showing the “activated” CCTV camera image taken before, during
and just after the alarm event occurs.

Email Notification of an Alarm Event

Control Devices Remotely
Using the CCTV Window software, you can remotely control up to 4 relays from
anywhere in the world. Floodlights, electric gates, a bell box or a sounder can be
switched on and off using this superb feature.

File Lock
If an immediate copy of evidence cannot be made, the DVR has a “File Lock” facility to
prevent a recorded file from being overwritten completely. This can be unlocked once
it is certain that a copy has been made.

High Definition Multimedia Interface
The alienMax supports full HD displays giving you crisp, high quality CCTV images with
superb colour definition and no compression loss.

See how it works at:
www.aliendvr.com

Scan the QR code above
to download the android app!

Order Code BARE BONES K (1TB) N (2TB) P (3TB)

8-Ch ALIEN708t
Maximum Spec 
Minimum Price
Call for pricing!!!


